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STATUS UPDATE: Two high-profile technology conferences
are heading to Southern California this year. Page 2
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Boeing
wins, we
all lose

MINDY SCHAUER, ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

Dakota, left, and Storm, right, eye a piece of OC Raw Dog food. Olivia Hudson, CEO and president of the Mission Viejo family-run
company, says OC Raw Dog went from $36,000 in total sales in 20 1 0 to more than $ 1 million in 20 1 3.

TWO RIVAL PET FOOD

ALPHAS
The dinner menu this evening features
baked cod and freshly steamed broccoli accompanied by diced sweet potatoes drizzled with olive oil. Forget about serving it at
the dinner table or with a
fork and knife, because it’s
not for you. It’s for your
dog.
The
recipe
comes
straight from Shawn Buckley’s kitchen at Just Food
MARNI
for Dogs in Newport
USHEROFF Beach, where the ingreREGISTER
dients are fit for humans,
WRITER
but the meals are balanced
for canine nutrition.
In Mission Viejo, dog breeder Olivia
Hudson’s team whips up fresh meals featuring lamb, broccoli and apples. But those
items won’t be baked, browned or boiled

Orange County entrepreneurs use the
growing demand for premium products
to create growing enterprises.

because all meals are made, packaged and
sold raw through retailers.
These two Orange County entrepreneurs used the growing demand for premium pet food to create their own growing enterprises.
Americans spent more than $20 billion
on pet food in 2012, a figure that was expected to rise to more than $21 billion in
2013, according to the American Pet Products Association. But mass-market pet
food sales have actually stagnated, while
premium and “super-premium” foods, like
Buckley’s and Hudson’s, have grown tremendously along with trends such as grainfree, “meat first” and human grade products, according to a report by market research Packaged Facts.
SEE PETS

●

A blackboard at Just Food for Dogs in
Newport Beach posts its specials.
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MORE INSIDE

SONY PLANS WEB TV

JPMORGAN FINED

Sony will begin testing an Internetbased television service in the U.S. this
year, which will combine live programs
with an on-demand library of films and
TV shows. Page 5

JPMorgan Chase will pay more than
$2.5 billion for ignoring obvious
warning signs of Bernard Madoff’s
Ponzi scheme. The bank will pay
$1.7 billion to settle criminal charges
and a $350 million civil penalty for
what the Treasury Department called
“critical and widespread deficiencies”
in its programs to prevent money
laundering. Page 8

By BERNARD J. WOLFSON
ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

California Insurance Commissioner
Dave Jones said Tuesday that a 9.8 percent
Jan. 1 premium increase by Blue Shield of
California was “excessive and unreasonable.”
The increase affects 81,000 Blue Shield
members in health plans that were grandfathered in under the Affordable Care Act,
also known as Obamacare. Jones said the
rate hike amounts to an average increase of
22.6 percent over 12 months and 32.3 percent over two years.
Jones has no authority to reject the rate

RETURN OF CHILI DOG

Stocks halted a three-day slide. The
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index added
0.6 percent after losing 1.2 percent in
the first three sessions of 2014. The
S&P index rallied 30 percent in 2013.

Local Carl’s Jr. restaurants are
honoring founder Carl Karcher’s
January birthday by reintroducing the
fast-food item that launched his empire:
the chili dog. Page 5
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a new bath?

“Everything went as they promised
us with no glitches. And the end result
was a very attractive bathroom”
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increase.
Blue Shield disputed Jones’ math but
said its rising rates reflect an 11 percent increase in the cost of care for members in
the affected plans as well as new taxes and
fees under the federal health reform act
that it said add 3.6 percent to premiums.
The company said the new rates meet the
federal requirement that at least 80 percent of premiums be spent on medical care.
The higher rates show that costs continue to rise for some who held onto their old
policies under Obamacare. Some policyholders have complained that they had to
pay higher rates on new policies after their
existing ones were canceled.
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Is it time for
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State official slams
Blue Shield on rate hike

WALL STREET COMEBACK

MARKET
RECAP

CHRISTINE COTTER, ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

It wasn’t just the union movement that
suffered a blow over the past weekend. It
was the wallets of many American worker bees.
Boeing aerospace factory workers in
and around Seattle voted to accept significant compensation cuts to keep production of the next-generation 777X jet in the
Pacific Northwest.
Now if this was a typical labor negotiation tale, one might conclude that the
union’s vote was a savvy tactic for both
worker bee and boss. Saving jobs that reportedly pay, on average, $30 an hour,
isn’t a shabby deal. But this isn’t your
typical labor story.
Two months ago, the same members of
Boeing’s Seattle International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers voted roughly 2-to-1 against concessions that Boeing demanded if it was to
keep the 777X manufacturing near its
Seattle base. Boeing – while highly profitable – says it needs the cuts to fight its
long-running sales battle with European
archrival Airbus.
Boeing surely knew that its “take it or
we’re leaving it” stance would have a twopronged impact. Obviously, some workers would fear the company’s threat to
move jobs was serious. And government
offers from other states trying to woo the
plane maker would follow.
Perhaps Boeing couldn’t see how well
its ploy would work: Promises of tax dollars, free land and more came from as
many as 22 states. That included a push
from usually worker-friendly California,
a bid to move the jobs and production
work to Boeing’s longtime aerospace hub
around Long Beach.
National leaders of the same Machinists union then got a queasy feeling – essentially knowing that moving jobs out of
Seattle would 1) likely cut union jobs and
2) fuel fears that unions don’t always have
a community’s best interest at heart.
So the Machinists’ national leadership
essentially forced a revote, over Seattle

O.C. gas
prices:
Gallon: $3.68 1
Change: +$0.002
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PETS: Creating food that’s a breed apart
F R O M PA G E 1

Pet diets are sounding evermore like those of their
owners, part of the “humanization of pet food,” according to Molly Maier, a senior
analyst at market research
firm Mintel. “It relates to
this concept of people seeing pets as part of the family,” Maier explains. She
adds that in Mintel’s most
recent pet food report, 80
percent of pet food buyers
said that the quality of pet
food is as important as the
quality of human food.
This is a tale of two pet
lovers who were dissatisfied
with available dog food options, opted to make their
own and eventually spun
their creations into thriving
businesses. Here’s how they
did it.

JUST FOOD FOR DOGS
At the helm: Shawn Buckley, 49, founder and CEO
The product: Buckley’s
kitchen storefronts in Newport Beach and West Hollywood make treats and
meals for dogs using USDAcertified ingredients and
added supplements, which
Buckley says are necessary
to round out the nutritional
balance. Just Food for Dogs’
offerings include daily
meals, a line of prescription
food sold through veterinarians and the kitchens, as
well as custom formulations
using veterinarians’ lab
work for dogs that have
multiple diseases or allergies.
Oscar Chavez, a veterinarian and professor of canine clinical nutrition,
works full time for the company overseeing nutrition.
The food has been formulated to the latest National Research Council standards
and is independently tested
to prove the nutritional adequacy of the regular diet using yearlong feeding trials.
The daily meals use ingredients such as beef, lamb,
fish, chicken and turkey
paired with potatoes, rice,
whole wheat macaroni and
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Shawn Buckley runs Newport Beach-based Just Food for Dogs, which has grown to 58 employees.

produce including carrots,
peas, spinach, blueberries
and apples. Ingredients are
browned in a skillet, cooked
in an oven or boiled, cut
down to bite-size and combined in a mixer. The food is
made without preservatives, frozen and put in vacuum-sealed pouches or
lined boxes for the bulk
foods. But about a quarter
of customers buy it fresh
the day it was cooked at the
kitchen.
Getting started: Buckley, a
serial entrepreneur whose
previous companies included a public relations firm
and an upscale stroller business, was dismayed by the
ingredients allowed in commercial dog food. He decided to make his own and
started Just Food for Dogs
in 2010.
How much it cost: Startup
costs totaled about $1 million by the time Buckley
opened his first location in
Newport Beach in 2011. The
feeding trials alone ran almost $200,000. Building
out the empty 1,150-square-
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Fresh fruits and vegetables are used to prepare dog food
made by Newport Beach’s Just Food for Dogs.

Pet food oversight
The Association of American Feed Control Officials
establishes the nutritional standards for complete and
balanced pet foods. But it’s the pet food company’s
responsibility to formulate products according to those
standards. AAFCO, however, doesn’t regulate, test,
approve or certify pet foods, according to the
association’s website. It’s up to state feed control officials
to regulate the manufacture and sale of pet food
products.
In California, the state’s Health and Safety Code
requires that people who manufacture processed pet food
and treats (meaning they use heating, drying and other
methods) must first obtain a license from the California
Department of Public Health. Fresh and frozen pet foods,
however, are regulated by the California Department of
Food and Agriculture.
The state health department says people cannot
legally manufacture pet food in private residences. They
must work in commercial kitchens and are required to
obtain a license from the department before they begin.
Source: Association of American Feed Control Officials and the
California Department of Public Health
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OC Raw Dog employee Jake Hagadorn sorts produce that
will go into pet food at the Mission Viejo kitchen.

foot space and converting it
into a kitchen also was a significant expense. For example, an industrial mixer ran
him about $22,000. The majority of the startup money
came from his own cash; the
remainder came from three
minor partners.
Price point: Daily meals
cost about $90 a month for a
30-pound dog. That’s about
$25 to $35 more per month
than premium kibble, according to Buckley.
How it grew: Growth has
been mostly word of mouth,
which Buckley attributes to
the culture of dog ownership, explaining that strangers won’t just randomly
greet each other on the
street, but dog owners will.
“We’ll stop, and the dogs
will say hello,” he says.
“These are people that just
talk to one another without
prompting.”
The company has also
gained visibility by doing
events such as dog walks
and rescues. A number of
restaurants, coffee houses,
hotels and car dealers
around Orange County and
Los Angeles give out free
treat samples to patrons
who bring their pets. Vet
recommendations
have
helped, too.
When the Newport
Beach location opened in
January 2011, the company
made 500 pounds of food a
week. By September 2011,
that location was up to
9,000 pounds a week and
hasn’t made less since then,
Buckley says.
Biggest challenges: “Just
tons,” Buckley says. He says
dealing with the regulations
and oversight of building a
kitchen for dog food rather
than human food can be dif-

ficult. City planning departments “don’t know what to
do with you so everything
takes longer and that means
costing more.”
Another challenge is
coming up with nutritionally balanced food that dogs
love to eat. He says you can
work really hard to calibrate the ingredients and
nutrition, but a dog may not
like it.
Finding the right people,
training and keeping them
is also a challenge. Buckley
started with five or six employees and now has 58.

Ingredients such as rosemary and papaya are added
for extra vitamins and minerals. The final product
comes packaged as patties,
bite-size pieces or in bulk as
a big block of food.
Food is made, packaged
and sold frozen. For example, the chicken arrives at
OC Raw Dog’s facilities in
large frozen blocks, which
are broken apart in a large
chipper. Next, they go
through a heavy-duty grinder and are mixed with fruit
and vegetables.
Getting started: Hudson,
who bred and showed Spanish mastiffs and English
bulldogs, became concerned about their diets.
Nutrition plays a critical
role in how good the dogs
look and their overall
health. Starting around
2005, Hudson and her
grandmother, parents, sister and brother would hold
“grind fests” on her parents’
driveway once a month to

‘‘

Make sure it’s healthy
and nutritious. Do the
Advice for starting pet food
business: Do it right. research. Do the feeding
“They’ll learn what that is trials.”

very quickly along the
path,” Buckley advises.
“Make sure it’s healthy and
nutritious. Do the research.
Do the feeding trials.”
What’s next: A third location is set to open in Santa
Monica this summer, and
he’s looking to open a fourth
in Sherman Oaks after that.
“We will have dozens of
these in years to come.”

OC RAW DOG
At the helm: Olivia Hudson,

36, president and CEO
The product: Based in Mis-

sion Viejo, OC Raw Dog
makes raw dog and cat food
and treats with USDA-certified ingredients and without preservatives. The food
is sold by independent retailers nationwide.
The company offers eight
formulations made with
beef, turkey, chicken, fish,
lamb, rabbit and goat – each
mixed with produce including carrots, apples, broccoli, spinach, acorn squash,
beets and blueberries to
supplement nutrition instead of synthetic vitamins.

S H AW N B U C K L E Y
CEO OF JUST FOOD
FOR DOGS

make the food. They would
put down a tarp and take a
sledgehammer to blocks of
frozen meat and put the individual chicken parts in a
grinder. Friends and new
owners of her puppies also
wanted the food and demand grew beyond what
the family could do on the
driveway.
Hudson incorporated the
business in 2009 and converted part of her husband’s office space at the
time into a commercial
kitchen. She relied on her
father, Stephen F. Lindsay –
a vascular surgeon and former chief of staff at Hoag
Memorial Hospital Presbyterian with a background in
chemistry – to help her
break down the guide for
dog and cat nutrition published by the National Research Council. “It took us
about a year to really dial in

the formulations,” Hudson
says, adding that they tested the food in a lab to make
sure it was nutritionally adequate.
In 2010 Hudson started
selling her food, delivering it
in coolers in a car for a period before getting a local distributor. Hudson owns the
company with her father;
her husband is now in
charge of sales and strategic outreach.
How much it cost: The initial investment was around
$50,000. The funds went
toward packaging and
equipment such as a walk-in
freezer and an industrial
grade,
15-horsepower
grinder. Hudson’s father
helped with startup costs.
Price point: OC Raw Dog
has carved out a niche that
Hudson says is nutritionally
comparable to the top, most
expensive brands but several dollars cheaper. It would
cost about $100 to $120 a
month to feed a 30-pound
dog eating almost a pound a
day.
How it grew: OC Raw Dog
grew through word of
mouth and by aligning with
retailers who also helped
spread the word. The company looked strategically
for new markets and distributors that wanted to
grow their raw food business.
The company initially
worked with about 10 local
retailers and now has about
18 distribution points with
600 independently owned
retailers in 46 states. OC
Raw Dog went from
$36,000 in total sales in
2010 to more than $1 million
in 2013, according to Hudson. She now has a nearly
3,000-square-foot facility
with a commercial kitchen,
packaging area and freezers. “We started out very
small and grew incrementally,” Hudson says, likening
it to a slow and steady marathon.
Biggest challenges: “Trying to start a business in one
of the worst economies has
been a financial struggle,”
Hudson says. “My dad has
been instrumental in helping us grow financially. He’s
really been the financial
supporter.”
Handling the food frozen
can be a logistical issue, especially in the summer because they need to use
freezer-equipped transportation and storage. Hudson
adds that hiring and training the right people is also a
challenge.
Advice for starting pet food
business: Hudson recalls

being teased for her dogtheme Reeboks in the
fourth grade and has loved
dogs for as long as she can
remember. She advises to
find something you’re truly
passionate about and convert that into a business.
What’s next: In March, OC
Raw Dog will move into a
5,000-square-foot space in
Rancho Santa Margarita
because the company needs
a larger facility with bigger
freezers. The company also
will branch out into more
food options with a greater
variety of proteins. Hudson
is working to set up feeding
trials.
C O N TA C T T H E W R I T E R :

7 1 4-796-7920 or
musheroff@ocregister.com

Showcase your pet in the next

OC PET Gallery
For only $10 your loved
one can be featured in
the ‘New Years’ issue.
PUBLISHING MON.,
JANUARY 27TH

HURRY
DEADLINE
IS JAN. 17

Pet Adoption Section
Monday, January 27th
Thank you to all of our supporters for participating in our
monthly pet adoption section. In the past with your help,
we have seen as high as 45% of our pets find loving homes.
The Orange County Register is looking forward to continue
helping these animals in need.
WE NEED YOUR HELP
in making this section possible, by asking for public sponsorships.

Give your hearts to helping these pets in need.
Deadline: Friday, January 17th at Noon
$20.00 per Pet Sponsorship

Contact Mabel

714-796-6723 | mgarcia@ocregister.com

Call 714-796-6723
Monday – Friday 8am-5pm
or email mgarcia@ocregister.com

